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GLOBAL KINETICS FOR THE SHOCK- IhDUCE!3 IX3COMPOSITION..
OF HETEROGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES*

Jerry Wackerle and A1lan B. Ande~’son
Los Alamos Naticmil Laborator~

Urliversity of California
Los Alamc~s, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

We have developed methods to determine em~irical rate laws
for the shock-induced decomposition of condensed explosives.
Pressure-field histories are measured with embedded gauges in
plane-wave shock-initiation experiments. A Lagrangian analysis
is used to integrate the fluid-dynamic conservation relations~
giving the histories of density and energy fields in the reac-
tive flow. A reactant-product equation of state is assumed and
a global reaction progress variable, A, and the ~~ssociated re-
action rate, A, are calculated. Correlations of the rate to
other state variables provide empirical rate laws, which prove
successful in the numerical modeling of numerous initiation and
detonation phenomena.

For heterogeneous explosives, we obtain excellent correla-
tions and model~ng with t~!eform:

i=z
o P~(l-~) e-T*/’P ,

t:hcre ps is the shock pre:;sure~ T is the current temperature, and
20, n and T* are constant:;. Heterogeneous explosive! rate laws
combining three facto,~s--shock-strength, depletion, and heating-a-
re consistent with many shock-initiation observations and the
favored “nucleation and growth” concept of shock-induced decom-
position. The strong correlation to a simple Arrhen~.us heating
fuctor is remarkable, because the temperature is an zlverage,
equilibrium quantity caJ.culated from the equation of state~ yet
the formation of local high--temperature regions, or hotspots, is
the dominant reaction mechanism in heterogeneous explosives. We
discuss possi~~lc physical implications of the Arrhenius correla-
tion, and other choices for the three rate factors.
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INTRODUCTION

The shock-”induced decomposition associated witn the initia-
tion and detonation of conden~ed explosives is a challenging study
connecting reactive fluid dynamics and chemical kinetics. Such
investigations deal with pressures up to 50 GPa (1 GPa = 104 bars),
temperatures from 350 to 3500 K, and specific energy release in
the kJ/g realm occurriilg at 0.1- to 100-us-I rates. Even if good
submicrosecond-resolut;ion temperature measurements could be made
in this environment, 1 the other state variables vary so much that
a Purely thermal determination of the decomposition kinetics is
impractical. Consequently, we use dynamic, in-material pressure
measurements,* the fluid-dynamic conservation relations, and a
limited knowledge of the explosive eq~lation of state to derive
empirical rate laws for the global decomposition kinetics.

The rate laws are obtained by the followinq procedure:

(1) Planar shock initiation experiments with embedded pres-
sure gauges are used to determine the pressure histories at a
number of Lagrangian positions (that is, at mass points that move
with the flow) in the initiating explosive.

(2) A Lagrange analysis is done to obtain, by interpolation,
the pressure-field histories, and to integrate the conservation
relations for the velocity-, density-, and energy-field histories
throughout the distance-tirn~ region of the observations.

(3) A global reaction progress variable is defined and in-
corporated into a pr(=ssure-density-energy equation of state, and
the decomposition rate calculated throughout the reacti~’e flow.

(4) Position-independent correlations of the rate with the
other thermodynamic variables are sough+;, and when found, formu-
lated as empirical rate laws for the decomposition kinetics.

(5) These rate laws are tested for general validity with
numerical hydrodynamic simulation of shock-initiation exper~ments
that are quite different from those generating the rates.

In additicm to our work, Soviet investigators have reported
the successful use of the above procedure, through step (4), for
cast trinitrotc}luene (TNT).5~” Extensive assessments of alterna-
tive experiments, analyses and state equaticms, but no determina-
tions of decom o itlon rates, have been re ortsd b
investiqat rs.Q-s E T

other American
Our work has included t e talc: aticn of rates

*As discussed in Ref. 21 in-material velocity gauging or combir)a-
tions of velocity and pressure measurements can be used for this
nilvmnaa* #nw h.-nvr{ 4-.9 +-ha itma n~ -rnlnm4 +IP m-s~mno 1.P4 1 1 nnb ha ,44 m-



for pressed pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN),9 PBX 9404*1° and
1.8-g/cm3 (7% porous) pressed triaminotrinotrobenzene (TATB).l]
In both of the latter investigations, we found an excellent rate
correlation with the “Direct Analysis Generated Modified Arrheni-
us Race” (DAGMAR) form. As well as having a temperature depend-
ence that is almost universal to chemical kinetics, t~hisempiri-
cal rate has a strong relation to shock strength.

In the following sections~ we will outline the viarious steps
in our procedure for deriving decomposition kinetics? using the
results on TATB as an example. In a final section we discuss the
implications of DAGMAR, and some more physical alternatives.

EXPERIMENT

The gas-gun experiments are designed to introduce a planar
shock wave into an explosi%e specimen~ and to provide one-dimen-
sional reactive flow behind the shock during the time of the em-
bedded-c - measurements. The arrangement used for TATB is
shown i LLg. 10 Target assemblies are fabricated by embedding a
low-res.stance, four-terminal, Manganin gauge in a grooved disk
of TATB, and cementing a flat cover disk of the explosive over it.
The gauges are photoetched from 40-um thick annealed fc~iland are
bonded between two 0.25-mm thick sh’?ets of FEP TeflGri. Approxi-
mately 60-A currents for the 20-mQ gauges are provided by two
power supplies of the type described by Vantine and coworkers.12
Their calibration data are used to calculate pressures from the
measured resistance change. 13 Elc!ctrical pin contractors provide
timing fiducials and a measurement of projectile velocity.

Repeated experiments with a 1..l7-mm\Bs (tO.02 mm/’Ps) projec-
tile velocity gave an average input shock strength of 7.6 GPa.
In 1.8-g\cm3 TATB, a sustained shock of this amplitude builds t’p
to a 30-GPa detonation wave in about 9 mm of run in sliqhtly less
than 2 vs. Gauge data obtained at six locations, rangi];q f;om
the impact face to a depth of
as solid lines in Fig. 2.
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*A plastic bonded HMX, 0.94 cyclotrimethylene trinitramine\
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LIAtikWNGE ANALYS15

The analysis of gauge data is effected by the successive:
integration of the fluid-dynamic conservation relations for mo-
mentum, mass and energy. In terms of the initial Lagrangian
position coordinate, h, and time~ t, these relations are:

auiat = - V. apiah , aviat = VO au/ah ,

and se/at = -p aviat = -p V. auiah .

where p, u, v~ and e are the pressure, particle velocity, specif-
ic volume and specific internal energy, respectively, and the
sub-o denotes the initia10 unshockedr value. In our treatments
of the PETN and PBX 9404 data, we used a “direct analysis” method
to numerically integrate the above equations. w incremented,
h-t mesh was constructed over the data space, and the analysis
was conducted by stepping ahead in small time steps. Simple
finite-difference algorithms were used between space increments
to calculate gradients and to sum the time increments for the ir,-
tegrations. For each time step, the calculation was performed
over the entire space between the impact face and shock front,
adding data to the calculation as the front passed a gauge and
dropping data as records terminated. While this method gave use-
ful results, it suffered from the need for artificial smoothing
and less-than-~ptimal use of data.

For our TATB study, we adopted a “pathline method” similar
to that developed by Seaman. 14 For this, we transform frOm a real
time coordinate to a defined pathline, t(h) and use directional
derivatives to replace the gradients ap/2h and 3u/2h. In inte-
gral form, the transformed equations become

u(h,t) = ul(h) - V. [t(h)[~-~~]dt, ,

‘tI (h)

t(h) du

[[

au(h,t’) dt’(h)
v(h,t) = vi(h) + V.

~- at’ 7nY 1
dt: ,

tl(h)

e(h,t) = el(hl - V.

/

‘(h)p(h,t)[& -w ~~] dt, ●

tl(h)
A

Here the total derivatives are along the pathline and the partial
derivatives are at fixed t or h, and the sub-l indicates values
along the first path. While the transformation might be sus-
pected of introducing greater error in the analysis, this is not
the case. No error is produced by dt/dh, because we choose t(h)
arbitrarily, and ~p/at is evaluated through dense data (unlike
~p/3h) . In addition, paths can be chosen to minir~ize the change
in pressure, so that the evalua’:ion of dp/dh is generally supe-.
rior to chat of 3p/~h.

In our uae of the pathline method, we choose t:heshock locus
as the first path, and construct the other paths sc that all the
gauge data are used throughout the calculation (see Fig. 3),
State parameters along the shock path are defined by the flugoniot
relations for conservation of momentum, mass and energy:

v# 1 = UIU1t Vi/v- = 1 - (u./U.), and e. - a _ in-/9\t.* _ ., \



where U1 is th? shock velocity. VJe complete this description by
specify~ng the shock Hugoniot for the explosive in the common
form U1 = c + su~, with the constarlts C and S evaluated from aux-
iliary (usually explosive wedge) experiments. The interpolation
schemes, sequence of integrations, and numerical algorithms for
stepping ahead between pathlines are similar to those used in the
direct analysis.

With either method, the fitting of real (estimated to be ac-
curate within 5%) data is somewhat of an exercise in curve fit-
ting. The calculated specific volumes and energies essentially
depend on the curvature of p(h) , whether taken at constant time
or along a p? hline. We have found that fitting p(h) with math-
ematical spllnes (that minimize the total curvature) gives good
results relatively free of unphysical oscillations in v and e.
Results are also improved with the imposition of fluid-dynamic
and consistency constraints on the fitting, as detailed in Refs.
10 and 11.

EQUATION OF STATE AND RATE CALCULATION

The Lagrange analysis provides a history of pressure, spe-
cific volume and energy at.the gauge locations, and relating a
reaction progress vari.abl.eto these three state variables allows
the calculation of global decomposition rates throughout. The
rates arel of course~ valid only for the particular equation-of-
state relationship chosen.

Equations of state are commonly formulated assuming that the
decomposing explosive is a mixture of unreacted solid and fully
reacted (mostly) gas products. The relationship is thus a con-
struct of the p-v-e equations for the two components? a reaction
progress variable equal to the mass fraction of one of the com-
ponents (we use t-hatof khe products, denoting A=O as unreacted
and A=l as fully reacted) , and a “mix rule” that? explicitly or
implicitly, divides the specific internal energy between the two
components.

Presently, we use the HOM equation of state.ls The compo-
nent state relationships are both Mie-Gruneisen forms, that is:

p(v,e) = pr(vl + (r/v) (e-er)

whe~e I’=v(~p/~e) is the Gruneisen katio and the sub-r denotes
values along a reference curve. For the solid, this reference is
taken as the shock Hugoniot, calibrated to measurements as de-
scribed above, and the good approximation of (r/v) = constant is
assumed. The reference curve for the products is taken as the
insentrope through the Chapman-Jouget (CJ) detonation state ex-
pressed in the Becker-Kistiakowsky-Wilson form.15 While this is
a calculated relationship, it is well calibrated to shock-wave
data on product species and to detol:ation velocities of the well-
studied explosi’~es. The mix rule is defined with the assumptions
of ideal mixing of the specific volume and energy and of equilib-
riu;nof pressure and temperature between the two components.
Temperatures along reference curves for the two components are
defined by the equation-of-state assumptions already stated, and
are calculated at points off these reference curves with the ad-
ditional assumption ot constant specific heat.

The reference curves for 1.8-g/cm3 TATB are shown in Fig. 4.
While the Hucjoniot is an accurate (to experimental error) repre-
sentation of the unreacted states behind the shock~ the CJ isen-
trope indicates only the vicinity of the projection of the fully
reacted p-v-e surface.

1
Pro ectiona of the partial-reaction sur-

faces are more-or-less even Y spaced between the ~~ugoniot and
4
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Fig. 3. Pressure histories
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Fig. 4. State paths at gauge
locations.

The pressu:re-specific volume paths derived from the Lagrange
analysiz of the TATB data are indicated in Fig. 4 as the solid
lines originating on the Hugoniot. With the HOM equation of
state, the solution for the reaction coordinate, A(p,v,e) , is a
double-iterative process, which we performed with an algorithm
and computer program developed by Forest.16 Numerical time dif-
ferentiation of A provides the calculations of the rate histories,
A, at the different gauge location~, shown as solid lines in
Fig. 5. Comparison of Fig. 5 with Fig. 2 shows that relatively
modest r~tes are attained near the impact face, but that substan-
tially higher rates develop as the shock strength increases and
the process approaches the transition to a steady detonation. In
our subject explosive, 30- to 40-IJS-l peak decomposition rates
are attained in e detonation wave.

RATE CORRELATION

. ‘he analysis at this point provides numerical values of the
‘~ressure, density, internal energy~ temperature, degree of decom-
position and reaction rate at each gauge location. If correla-
tions of the rate values to combinations of other state variables
can be found that hold throughout the reactive flow, they can
serve as empirical rate laws for the explosive. The cr,lculated
“data” can also serve to test various proposed theoretical or em-
pirical rate forms.

With both PBX 9404 and TATB, we have obtained the best re-
sults by examining the rate dependence on temperature in a simple
Arrhenius form. Assuming first-order depletion, the calculated
ri~tes for TAT!3 are shown by the solid c~wves in Fig. 6. The re-
sults are similar to those obtained with PBX 9404, and suggest
the same form for the rate. The parallel curves suggest the use
of a single activation energy or temperature for the rate, but
some modification of the pre-exponential factor is necessary.
Because both this factor and the shock strength are monotonically
increasing for the dee~)er gauge locations, it seems appropriate
to introduce some measure of shock strength into the rate. Using
the ~hock pressure, p~, as this measurel we examined the correla-
tion ~

●, ),. .. n -T*/v.



calculated rates. A least squares analysis, minimizing devia-
tions in the “experimental” rate-time space of Fig. 5, gives the
set of constants: Z. = 0.0158, n = 2.61 and T* = 1861 K, where
MS-I rates and GPa pressure units are used. The correlation to
the calculated rates with these constants is indicated by the
dashed lines in Figs. 5 and 6.

The correlation is essentially the same as that first ob-
tained with PBX 9404, where analysis of both sustained- and short-
shock initiation configurations with a 2.9-GPa input shock
strength (but run distance to detonation similar to the TATB ex-
periments) gave 20 = 0.17, n = 2 and T* = 1200 K as constants. l”
The DAGMAR form for PBX 9404 also included a modest inducticn.
time factor, but this may have resulted from a constraint imposed
on the direct analysis performed for that explosive.

l;=l
10.0

:a
1.0

J? ‘

0.1

\

i

Fig. 5. Calculated reaction- Fig. 6. Arrhenius representation
rate histories at of calculated reaction
gauge locations. rates.

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

A principal motive for determining empirics?. rate forms is
to provide information for the modeling of initj.ation and detona-
tion phenomena with numerical hydrodynamic calculations.]s The
successful simulations of experiments involving shock configura-
tions and state conditions quite different frvm those used in ob-
tainir,g the correlation allow more confidenc~: in the generality
of the derived rate. Such modeling is done with numerical hydro-
codes that operate on the fluid dynamic conservation relations in
finite difference form, advancing the calc~lation in small time
increments, in the same sequence and somewhat the same manner as
our direct analysis. However, instead 0[ evaluating A from the
equation of state, an assumed rate law is used to update the re-
action coordinate, and the p(v,e,~) relation is used to calculate
the pressure for the next time cycle. In our simulations, we use
the PAD lD hydrocode developed by l?ic~cett~swith our addition of
the HOM equation of state.

A first requirement of our rate law is that it gives simula-
tions of the pressure data used to generate it. PAD calculations
of the gauge-pressure histories are shown as dashed lines in
Fig. 2. The good aqreement signifies only that we made no serious
----- 2-LI. . .



n 4&lw AG ucmauuuly ~~~~ L= sunu~a~~un or gauge aar.a wltn short-
shock inputs. For TATB, we performed the same experiments de-
scribed previously, except that the thick flyer (Fig. 1) was re-
placed with one that was 1 mm thick. A series of experiments
gave the gauge records shown as solid lines in Fig. 7. Computer
simulations with the calibrated DAGMAR form gave the dashed
curvesl in reasonably good agreement with observation. The calcu-
lated pressure-specific volume path at the impact face for these
experiments is shown as the dotted curve in Fig. 5, and is seen
to lie well below the region of calibration.

Another test of the rate is afforded by data from explosive
wedge experiments. In this most common initiation experiment,17
a planar shock is introduced into a wedge-shaped specimen, and
the shock front progress is monitored with a streak cariera as it
builds up ta detonation. The data are commonly displayt?d in “POP
plot” form, relating the distance to detonation D to input shock
pressure p. as D = Api-B, with A and B constants. Our experiments

-- on 1.8-g/ch3 TATB were done with high-explosive driving systems,
with shock strengths substantially higher and run distances much
shorter than those of the embedded-gauge experiments. The streak-
camera reccrds typically displayed an initial constant wave velo~
ity region, a break to an in~ermediate accelerating region, and a
second break continuing to the onset of detonation. Both breaks
fit the Pop-plot form, as shown by the open symbols in Fig. 8.
Numerical hydrodynamic calculations of these buildup features,
shown as crosses in Fig. 8, are in excellent agreement !7ith
observation.
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Fig. 8. Pop-plot representation
of explosive-wedge data.

9. DAGMAR forms have ~rovided—, .
computer simulatiol]s cf nearly all of the existing planar shock
initiation data base on PBX 9404 and 1.8-g/cm3 TATB. The data
base for PBX 9404 is sltistantial, including all of the experiments
described above and numerous short-shock sensitivity tests and
experiments in which plates are accelerated by part~ally reacted
explosive. There are also high-pressure short-shock sensitivity
test results for TATB, which we have also calculated successfully.

Thus far, we have found one experiment on TATB that we are
unable to simulate. This is the reflected-pulse test shown in
-:.- .. . . .
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.
explosive slab, with a slab thickness that is less than the dis-
tance to detonation, and a mechanically “high-impedance flyer re-
flects a short pressure pulse back into the reacting explosive.
Observation of the plate acceleration with a streak camera pro-
vides a measure of the course of the decomposition when the pres-
sure is nearly doubled and then reduced to zero. With DAGMAR,
the effect is slight and involves only the temperature change,
which is more affected by the cngoing reaction than by the pres-
sure changes. Similar tests on PBX 9404

?
~ve good agreement be-

tween computer simulation and experiment. However, for TATB we
observe plate terminal velocities that are significantly lower
than we calculate with our calibrated rate (solid curve, see Fig.
9). The observed velocity history indicates a quenching of the
-ratewhen the rarefaction is reflected into the reacting explo-
sive. We can model the plate velocity reasonably well, by arbi-
trarily stopping decomposition whenever the pressure in the flow
falls below 5 GPa, as shown by the dashed curve. Although this
artifice does not violate the derived rate form! which was cali-
brated to data all of which were above 7 GPa, it is an assumption
that fails badly in computer simulations of the snort-shock gauge
data shown in Fiq. 7.

DISCUSSI~N

It is well accepted that the shock-induced decomposition of
heterogeneous explosives is effected by the formation of local
high temperature regions, or hotspots, which are sites for subse-
quent burning processes or thermal explosions. ]s~lg This notion

of “nucleation and growth” of reaction is over three decades
old,20 and is quite consistent with empirical rate forms like
DAGMAR that combiner multi.plicativelyl three factors in the rate?
depending on shock stre~lgth, depletion and the current state of
the material. Nets that, in the only other complete exercise of
our analysis procedure, Kane~ and Dremin found that this combina-
tion best formulated a decompos~.tion rate for TNT.3~”

These Soviet researchers, and others devising ratiemodels, ls~
z]~zz have used a combination of the reaction progress variable
and pressure for the current-state. factor in the rate. The
rationale for this lies in the almost universal observation that
the linear burninq rate of reactive solids is ~ronortinnal tm nn.
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theory is more deeply developed, burning rates basically depend
on an Arrhenius term in the solid-product interface temperature .23
In addition, rate forms modified by current pressure generally do
poorly in simulations of short-shock initiation data, as discussed
in some detail in Refs. 10, 11, and 18.

With a rate depending on temperature in a manner universal to
chemical kinetics, we are tempted to ascribe physical significan~
to a purely empirical construct. The temptation grows when we
note a pair of modifications that can be made to DAGMAR. Inspec-
tion of Fig. 5 reveals that the right-hand end of the curves,
representing the shock temperature, Ts, also lie along a straight
line. The data thus admit to fitting by

. -Ti/’T~ ‘T~/T
A/(l-A) = Z1 e e .

With Zl = 262, T: = 2378, and T* = 1914, we obtain correlations
to the rates entirely as good a~thoseshown in Figs. 4or 5.*
We also find that we have some flexibility in ths choice of de-
pletion factor. In particular, the correlation is as good with a
factor (1-A)2/3, appropriate fou three-dimensional phase-boundary
controlled reaction, as it is with simple depletion.

A serious obstacle remains to further interpretation of our
empirical result in terms of thermal processes and chemical kinet-
ics. This obstacle is, of course, our assumption of an equation
of state that is based on temperature equilibrium for reacting,
heterogeneous explosives. For these explosives, widely varied
temperatures and hotspots are recognized as beinq necessary for
the shock-induced decomposition to proceed at all. Although the
strong correlation of our calculated temperature to an Arrhenius
rate form suggests it must have some significant relation to the
distribution of temperatures present in reacting explosive, this
relationship is not known.

With our present equation-of-state limitation, contrived ar-
guments to connect our rate to thermal kinetics must be made.
First, we must explain why the activation temperatures (that is,
the activation energies divided by the Boltzmann constant) de-
rived from our observations are an order of magnitude below those
determined by thermal analysis at atmospheric pressure. One ex-
planation cofildbe that ve~y different activation energies per-
tain in the state regime of our observations than pertain in the
near-ambient regime, .S~ch an argument could be made on the basis
of different rate-limiting processes in the context of Eyring’s
“starvation kinetics.”25 Another approach could be the quantum-
mechanical calculations of Bardo, who derives a decrease in acti-
vation energy with imposed pressure, 26 but not of the magnitude
we need.

As alternatives to these notions, we could assume that: the
atmospheric-pressure activation energies are valid in our observa-
tion region and a~>ply the same argument about our calculated tem-
perature that is used for molecular velocities in the chemical
kinetics of gases. This would suggest that cmr equilibrium tem-
perature represents the median of some temperature distribution,
and that the relationship of the high-temperature tail of this
distribution to realistic activation energies completely deter-
mines the reaction rate. Our measurements are thus of effective
activation temperatures, scaled to realistic values through some

*Note that these constants give a sub-mi,lli.secondrea tion time
for an infirlitesimal shock at ambient conditions; we trust that
nature will tlot impose this extrapolation without warning.



consistently varying distribution function. Such a model could
explain our observations on TATB that was of finer particle size,
but the sa],~edensity as that used in the work described above.
The same explosive wedge and gauge experiments on this x,aterial
!but no complete analysis) show it to have a much lowex shock-
induced decomposition rate than that of the coarser explosive.
The same equation of state would apply, but the lower rate could
Le explained by arguing that the temperature distribution is nar-
rower in the finer particle, more homogeneous explosive.

We presently find that the results of the reflected-pulse
experiment described above are impossible to reconcile within the
equilibrium temperature framework. The HOM equation of state
just does net allow sufficient modification of the temperature by
a rarefaction into partially reacted explosive to quench the rate.
However, in other experiments, such as embedded-gauge and sensi-
tivity measurements with short shocks, i: is the very ability of
the HoM/DAGMAR representation to sustain the reaction rate under
rarefaction that produces excellent agreement with observation.

It appears to us that contriving physically sensible paths
around our equation-af-state obstacle will prove to be more trou-
ble than removing it. In our future work, the assumption of tem-
perature equilibrium will be replaced with one that is more real-
istic for heterogeneous explosives. We plan to develop an anal-
ysis in the framework of continuum mixture theory,27 and treat
the zeacting explosive as several discrete constituents at differ-
ent temperatures. These constituents will include the unreacted
solid, the products? a void fraction and probably a portion of
hot solid. The temperature of this last constituent, or temper
tures at solid-product “interfaces”, will be the major variable
that we will attempt to correlate to the rate.

While some
19 z~ ~~ro9ress

has been made in some elements of this
approach, ~ - comparison to experiment has been supei”ficial
and ambiguous. This is largely because conrinuum mixture theory
proliferates constitutive and rate relations for processes such
as void collapse and energy transfer between constituents, each
with a set of arbitrary constants. Reducing the arbittaxiness
with our type of experiments and analyses is a complicated and
difficult task, particularity because the Lagrange analysis pro-
vides ~onstitutive and rate relations for but a single progress
variable. Abandoning temperature equilibrium thus may be replac-
ing one very bad assumption with numerous questionable or arbi-
trary ones, and reaction rates in familiar chemical-kinetic forms
may or may not survive the process. If they do, we may find our
zealou~~ly sought connection between the fluid-dynamic and thermal
analysis of the chemical kinetics of expl~ iivas decomposition.
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